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INTRODUCTION 

In 2023, the GPC has been looking at the 4/5W and mapped around 624 activities across 13 operations in 
all areas of protection work to harmonize what protection actions are and allow for a more predictable 
approach to identification and response monitoring. 

As a result, in 2024, the GPC is proposing a general harmonization of the broad programming modalities 
preserving the context specific definition of activities. While each operation should maintain the 
independency to define specific activities according to the context, a broader categorization against which 
organize each identified activity, would be used as a starting point to discuss how to organize around 
4/5W and propose a broad common approach to organize activities for HPCs. 

The harmonization recognizes that the Protection Cluster response is intended to proactively address the 
impact of protection risks on affected population in humanitarian crises, through a coordinated and 
joined-up strategy. Systematic protection analysis of the situation, aimed at identifying drivers and 
factors exposing individuals and communities to harm, is foundational to the Protection Cluster response. 

Based on this analysis, the protection cluster response brings together core programming modalities to 
address priority protection risks, and can involve assessing, preventing and responding to immediate 
harm and abuse, restoring people´s dignity and living conditions and fostering an environment conducive 
to the full respect of individual rights, considering the operating environment, capacities, and context. 

Types of protection programming modalities include direct services and assistance, community-based and 
community-led protection activities, advocacy and engagement, among others, designed to achieve 
outcomes that can be related to prevention, mitigation and response, remedial or environment-
building.  

The table in the following page provides a framework of core programming modalities and indicative 
protection activities and interventions that can be used for reference in designing (or updating) a context-
specific, localized and prioritized protection cluster response.  

The list of activities is flexible and can be added, expanded, or revised as needed to facilitate course 
corrections, adapt to changing policies and operational environments, and address other critical 
considerations.  
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